MR AoCC Membership Structure

Core Members
New members attend 4 meetings in 6 months (trial period), after which they have the option to join as a Core Member
Commit to one year
Attend 8 monthly meetings out of 10-12 per year
Attend 3-4 vision meetings, including monthly meetings or additional Core conversations, including any relevant committees formed within AoCC
Serve as decision-makers on actions that effect AoCC direction and voice within MR
Dedicated to structural change and vision/mission building
Rotate off at least every 3 years, for at least one year, unless Core membership drops below 6, in which case Core membership remains stable for 1 year in the interest of cultivating new membership
Commit to planning events and projects
Advise on MR programmatic decisions on which AoCC input is relevant for creating structural integration
Attend AoCC events

Core Members are compensated based on number of AoCC meetings attended in the fiscal year.

Core+
Flexible attendance to monthly meetings
Volunteer for event planning and execution
Offer feedback and input
Not decision-makers on actions that effect AoCC direction and voice within MR
Can sit on committees formed within AoCC

Extended Community
Attend events hosted by AoCC
Larger community
Listserv that announces:
events, opportunities, resources of interest to artists of color, and any programming involving AoCC
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